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The Field Director of the project, based in Cairo, is Dr. David 
A. King, formerly of Yale University. Dr. King has a large 
collection of microfilms of Arabic scientific manuscripts 
preserved in Europe and has the facilities to visit other librar- 
ies in the Near East. Dr. Gemaleddin Elfandy and Dr. Imam 
Ibrahim Ahmed of Cairo University will also be involved in the 
work in Cairo. 
The main funds for the project are provided in Egypt by the 
Smithsonian Institution. A smaller hard currency component has 
been allocated by the National Science Foundation (1972-74), 
and a research grant for Dr. King has been provided by the 
American Philosophical Society (1972-73). 
Dr. Kennedy's previous research has shown the proliferation 
of Islamic astronomical handbooks with planetary tables. His 
survey published in 1956 listed over 120 such handbooks, many 
of which have survived in manuscript libraries around the world, 
but only three of which have been published. Dr. King's previous 
research points to the proliferation in medieval Islam of 
spherical astronomical and trigonometric tables for reckoning 
time by the sun and stars, regulating the astronomically defined 
times of Muslim prayer, finding the direction of Mecca, and 
marking the curves on astrolabes, quadrants, and sundials. 
The history of astronomy and mathematics in the Islamic 
Middle Ages has not yet been written, and cannot be until the 
vast collections of manuscripts preserved in such places as 
Cairo, Istanbul, Damascus, Meshed, and the Yemen are surveyed 
for the first time. 
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS FOR THE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS 
Stimulated by a workshop on the teaching of the history of 
mathematics at the California Mathematics Conference in November 
1972, a group of colleagues working with Barnabas Hughes and 
including Professor Charlotte Yesselman, Mrs. Dorothy Yost, and 
Mr. Lawrence Boone are working on a critical list of films, 
audio-visual materials, and other instructional aids for the 
history of mathematics. Those with information about such 
materials, and especially those who have prepared them, are 
urged to send full information (title, nature, participants, 
distributor, cost, showing time, etc.) to Barnabas Hughes, School 
of Education, California State University, Northridge, California 
91324, USA. 
